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CLAIRE S. COPLEY PRESENTS

"THE STORY OF CALVIN STOLLER"
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MAY 14 - JUNE 8

RICHARD yoKOMI
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NICHOLAS WILDER GALLERY
8225% SANTA MONICA BLVD.

LOS ANGELES 90046

TUESDAY - SATURDAY 11-5 p.m.

(213) 656-0770
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DAVID STUART GALLERIES
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"The Contemporary Art Council
of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art
Welcomes the LAICA, the Journal,
and all positive contributions to the
nation's second art city."
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Aesthetics ofFlying OverLosAngeles

WALTER GABRIELSON

I
i

I don't really see why you would ever want to fly if you
were truly aware of all the hazards involved; flying is dan
gerous, costly, boring, difficult and unpredictable, but
great fun. You can achieve a vast freedom and inner con
centration from flying, there is always an indescribable
exhilaration in the actof flight, and the association with
the machines themselves is always exciting; just throwing
around words like ailerons, flaps, downwind leg, phugoid
oscillation, angle of attack and so forth get me all a
twitter, even seeing the word "airport" on a ratty sign
can make the day as you turn off a steaming L.A. boule
vard (completing the most dangerous portion of the
flight, aero-wags say) into the solace of parked planes,
hangars and buzzing students and touch-and-goes. There
is always the potential for great acts of winning or losing
in flying; art and flying seem to me to share a kind of life
risk-taking that seems worth doing; that is, if you want to
do anything in life besides making money. The flier's risk
is obvious and terminal, an artist can duplicate this sort of
disaster on an inner' scale with fullfidelity ..

Many times it has been difficult for me to judge whether
flying is another variation on the body-macho riff char
acterized in the L.A. art community by the archetypical
Bengston motorcycle number, toying with expensive bau
bles a la Ruscha or another over-dependence on psuedo
science and lingo via the conceptual or process guys. In
any case, the characters who occupy the territory have a
startling range of character, all the way from the properly
imperturbable dad-executives pushing around the Boeings,
guys with big bellies Wheeling Cessnas about in a style
sloppily reminiscent of the way their Torinos get treated,
lean killers left over from various wars whipping the Fire
Department Hueys in and out of hand ball courts, philoso
phers and beards soaring gliders, and the new breed of
surfing birdpersons casting themselves and their red meat
off cliffs in hang gliders. I have not heard of artists flocking
to the sport with the exceptions of Doug Wheeler, who I
have heard has a license, and Richard Dehr, who shares with
me a love of gliding and building your own pair of wings. I
have taken artists for rides and without exception they
loved the experience, even John White, who later told me
he suffers motion sickness, claustrophobia, a fear of heights
and a dislike of the back of my head, was moved to include
the experience in a performance piece entitled "A puddle
of yellow puke" or something as a result of a terrific glider
ride we had at EI Mirage.
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But for the art-buff at least, flying above L.A. offers a
unique way to get away from it all and to obtain another
point of view on yourself and the mess below. It's fascina
ting, expensive, and it helps your breathing. You also be
come an instant cultural expert, demographer and observer
of social phenomenon as a result of your efforts. For in
stance, the definition of Los Angeles as an externalized city
either on the way to the beach or Music City is heightened
by seeing it continually from the air, the freeways are ex
posed arteries or alimentary canals of metal pulsing from
tract villages into the ineffectual pump called downtown, a
tiny octupus losing its grip on the writhing suburbs and the
new transcontinental ridge called Wilshire Boulevard.

The wealth of the town is manifest in its externals, like
institutions flaunting their power via zoning or contractor
bi nges that have carved the landscape into a ti nkar-tov
nightmare of glut-for-pleasure. UCLA appears safely be
nign (why were they the last one to have a student riot?)
within the green confines of Brentwood and moneyed
authority of New Westwood, you see the clout of the sports
establishment gobbling and paving over huge acreage of
public land as in Dodgerland, Hollywood Park, Anaheim
Stadium and the Coliseum for openers, you see the game of
golf has more muscle than the idea of parks, practically all
the green space in the city is golf course, used by a few as
the rest sweat it out in the few inches left over in Griffith
Park or non-O'Malley Elysian.

Yes, flying in the greater Los Angeles basin as they say can
be one of your penultimate uppers, depending whether you
can really enjoy stooging in on a late evening smogger where
the freeway signs are your only form of navigation, or the
quick closing of a front which gives you a ringside seat to
lightning as seen from above as you idly wonder if the next
blade will go through your watch pocket. The weather in
this city has to be beyond the comprehension of Kelly
Lange and other weather experts; it is truly marvelous how

Los Anqeles will spawn the damnedest conglomeration of
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weather all at one time all over the city. By moving around
through it you grasp part of the magic that keeps us all
moribund here (aside from the terrific shows at the County
Art Museum and all the support from the collector com
munity), and eventually you land in a high speed wind and
get to tip the gas guys brave enough to run out and grab
your struts so you won't take off backwards into Bakers
field.

But the weather with it's brown bathtub ring of the inver
sion is small potatoes in the whole corruption game when
one considers the definitive rape that Los Angeles has
allowed itself to become. The amount of land exposed,
ripped, sawn off, bored through, gashed and plowed is
obscene in acerage wasted and dreams putrified into tiny,
insignificant fifedoms codified by the developers, the LA
Times Real Estate Section, Home magazine, Ozzie and
Harriet, etc., etc. Nothing in LA is as grandiose as the
extent and class of the corruption revealed by a careful
study from above. And you think it is bad here folks, try a
trip sometimes out to 29 Palms, a miniature L.A. a
squatting allover the landscape in mile after mile of turgid
little shacks crapped allover the place by squinty home
steaders just waiting for a jetport or a West Coast CIA
headquarters to come in, freeway close to downtown LA.
The nightmare is franchised.

On the up side, flying in Los Angeles reveals little pockets
of aesthetic surprises, like the Chino airport, for instance.
An ex-military field wrested from Uncle, it now houses an
incredibly diverse collection of flying sculpture, sometimes
known as airplanes. World War Two fighters now ancient
enough to disregard their dubious past are spotted around
the field along with other strange and slinky flying machines
lovingly built by hand in garages around the city, the rem
nants of Milo Finderbinder's Air Force from "Catch 22"
are there, rusting hulks from around the world awaiting
restoration, Waco's, Piper Cubs, Fifties jets and the most
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rib-sticking grub still existing from the thirties when Jimmy
Gleason played the y.oung Pop Dawson in "Spinning Props",
at Flo's Airport Cafe, where you can get any moming eggs,
pancake sausage,gravy and biscuits in enough quantity to
exceed gross takeoff weight. A little flying talk there. At
Torrance airport there is an airplane store called Nagel's, a
festival of sculpture in airplane parts piled, stacked and

leaned all over the place, and along Torrance beach and
Playa del Rey you can see hang gliding on weekends, colorful
moths pinned to the sand or gangly efforts at flight which
are very amusing to observers. At night Los Angeles from
the air is magic, as anyone not too woozy on TWA will
attest, as the speeding lights of Inglewood slide beneath the
wings of your DC-8 in preparation for debarking into the
musak at LAX; flying singly at night is ecstatic but tense,

however, since you can never see another airplane against
all those other lights until you can both exchange social
security numbers across the diminishing void. An interesting
variation is to turn upside down and look up at Los Angeles
as if it were the moon.

But churning above the metropolis in a store-bought bird no
longer has the old thrills it once held for me. I now have an
ambition to complete my sailplane, have it towed aloft
somewhere in the San Fernando Valley, and then use the
free lift of small areas of warm, rising air to loft me around
the city, sans engine. Just consider the aesthetics of floating
from Chatsworth to Newport, kept in the air by the sus
taining power of Zody parking lots, marina power squad
rons, camper clusters at red lights, art conversations in
Venice and hibachis charring burgers in Vista del Suerte.
Now, that's flying, man!



Lewis Baltz
Steelcase, Northwall. Industrial Park Series, 1974
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DewainValentine:An Interview

e '
MELINDA WORTZ

This interview is concerned with three recent in
stallation pieces. One is set up in Dewain's studio,
one was in the San Jose Museum of Art in March
and April, 1974, and the third is soon to be com
pleted in his studio. By moving radically away from
the object-orientation of Valentine's cast resin
sculpture, these pieces continue his interest in sus
pending colored light in space, a mysterious and
mystical preoccupation. In the new work daylight
is used to bring the pieces into being. This work
reveals a sensibility that seems to be unique to
Southern California, and also contains the practical
problems (i.e., how to sell it) inherent in that sensi
bility.

MW Can you describe the San Jose piece for me?
DV It was really Fred Spratt's baby. We've been
talking about it ever since 1971. It was finally
sponsored jointly by the San Jose Museum of Art
and the visiting artists' program at the University.
The museum provided the space and agreed to pay
X amount of dollars to set up the.piece. The Univer
sity contributed a.fee for me, the cost of the mat
erials and fifteen students. It turned out to be the
most meaningful student/artist relationship I have
ever been involved with. The students and I felt
very good about it.

MW What did you do with the students?
DV First we had to build an entire room, twenty
five feet square and twelve feet high. We even put
in a false ceiling. The walls were made from two by
fours and dry wall painted white. The ceiling was
stretched muslim like a stage set. It worked out
great.

MW And then you constructed a curved wall with
in the room?
DV Yes, curved convexly toward the viewer. It
was built on a twelve foot radius and was twelve
feet high, flush with the ceiling. A six inch slot was
left on either side between the curved wall and the
walls of the room.

MW How do you construct a curved wall?
DV Just like a stud wall, with curved plywood 
top and bottom plates and curved blocking to block
the two by fours. It was built like a ship's hull. The
mold was like the mold for the cast blue resin
curved wall I did a few years ago. The surface was
covered with Y-t" drywall, bent around.
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MW Then what about the light?
DV Behind the convex curve, along the back wall
which has a southern orientation are windows that
you cannot see, but which allow daylight into the
room. Two panels, four by twelve feet, are attached
to the curved wall on either side at the back. On
each of these panels I painted a spectrum which
went from red-violet at the top to blue-violet at the
bottom, with magenta-orange-red-green-blue in be
tween. When sunlight struck the panels it was
bounced around the corner and gradually dimin
ished as it diffused along the convex curve out into
the room. The color was mostly in the corners,
where you got the whole reflection.
In the morning, when the light was coming from
the east, the west side of the piece was more in
tense, and in the afternoon the east side of the
piece was more intense. It was brightest at midday,
and changed all day long.

MW How did you know the piece would work?
DV I had played around with similar things back
in 1970 when I was building the studio.

MW The windows in the San Jose piece were al
ready there, right?
DV Right.

MW Would you ever do the piece again somewhere
else?
DV The whole thing is problematic. I deal with a
specific place. I probably wouldn't do the same
piece somewhere else.
The wall is a full semi-circle. In relationship to the
room, it goes exactly to the center, twelve and a
half feet.

MW That's a very classical use of form, a circle
within a square. I'm thinking of Leonardo's draw
ing of a man centered in a circle and a square.

DV In the middle of the back wall of the room
you can take in the whole piece from corner to
corner, but you can never get far enough away to
view it as an object. There is no way to separate the
curved wall from the total space as there would be
if you could move further back.

MW Then the viewer can actually walk into the
color?
DV Yes - it's a very elusive experience of color.



The color appears tobe coming through trans
parency, but it really isn't. For me somehow it's
more magical that it's reflected rather than bei ng
really colored.

MW Does the space appear to be fragmented?
DV I feel that one does become aware of the air
as colored substance rather than air as we normally
don't see it because it is so transparent. That's one
thing I'm really interested in pursuing - surround
ing the viewer with transparent colored space.

MW Can the viewer get behind the curved wall to
see what is happening?
DV No - there is only a six inch slot on each side,
and you can't get back to see what is happening.

MW So it's truly a mysterious perceptual experi
ence that you can't relate to anyth ing else.
DV Yes. I feel the new piece will do it even more 
surround the viewer with transparent colored
space - because light will bounce off the walls and
ceiling. The piece (of plexiglass) that carries the
colored Iight extends into the room.

MW Tell me some more about this new work.
DV The room will have three twenty foot walls
and one eighteen feet, that is the room is tapered
one foot on each side. It will be twelve feet high. A
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four foot wide piece of plexiglass, three inches
thick, will be cantilevered four feet from the floor.

. Colored light will be carried by the plexiglass which
confronts you. But it is not so high that you can't
see above it. The color will float through the sheet
and be focussed on the front edge. The dayIight
outside will project color from the back edge
through the sheet.

MW Then it will be the opposite of the piece in
San Jose. That is, the color will be coming through
transparency, rather than being reflected?
DV Yes, but I'm not sure yet how I will put on
the color. It could be transparent color on the edge
of the back sheet, or I might bounce the color in a
way similar to the San Jose piece.

Since the wall goes all the way to the ceiling, the
room (and the one in San Jose) will be essentially
dark except for the small amount of daylight
coming through the piece.

MW I think that makes the pieces especially my
sterious. We aren't used to seeing colored light,
especially disembodied colored light, in a dark
space.
In the new piece will the viewer by able to see how
the piece works?
DV Yes, but even if you know what's going on, it
still seems mysterious.



MW Like the acrylic catenary arc in your studio
now - that seemsquite incomprehensible.
DV The catenary light is in a room thirty feet
square and fourteen feet high. The rod itself is
eighty five feet long and falls in a natural catenary
arc.

MW And its glowing presence comes from day
light alone. Was that the first piece in which you
used daylight in a direct way?
DV That was my first foray with dayl ight. I
started building it in 1970.

MW And you didn't use any applied color in that
piece?
DV I have modified it with color, but color im
posed on it becomes identifiable as a particular
color, while the color of daylight is much more
unusual than any modification of color.

MW I notice that when you describe your new
pieces you always begin by describing the propor
tions of the room. ,..
DV That's because they are not objects, but part
of the total space, some people still call them ob
jects. They're not, except in the sense that a room
might be seen as an object.

MW Do you get any outside technical advice at all
about how you execute your pieces?
DV Not really. The work has always been more
emotive than technical. I have tried to get advice,
but there has never been anyone who cou Id help.

MW Whom do you consider your audience?
DV Anyone who wants to look.

MW I mean don't you get frustrated because of the
lack of exhibition opportunities, the lack of a pub
lic forum for your work?
DV Yes, very. Sometimes I think about moving,
but I don't know if anyone would see the work in
New York. I'm probably carrying on a dialogue
with the small number of artists who are interested
in the same kinds of ideas - Cooper, Irwin, Bell, the
Dill brothers, Turrell and so on.

The piece next door is about the desert, by the
way.
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MW What do you mean? .
DV When I was on a trip in the desert in 1971
became acutely aware that right at sundown, if
there is a broad horizon, one becomes very aware
of the concentration of ultraviolet at the north and
infrared at the south. My original conception was
to build a cube in the desert. I also wanted to do
another piece in the desert which would have four
pieces of plexiglass contilevered one from each cor
ner of the room. The piece would be oriented diag
onally on the points of the compass so one corner
would face north, south, east and west.

MW Has the way you are living, here, affected the
way you work?
DV The living space is the work. Building it was
an educational process for working with total
space; making spaces within spaces; the way light
was used, and so forth. This space is directly re
lated to where my head was at that time (1970) in
terms of my work. Before then I had lived in the
studio for three years and never built a wall. My
head wasn't there. Building this space gave me a
foot into working with a surrounding kind of space.
All the recent space and light situations are directly
related to that way of thinking.

MW Are you making any objects any more?
DV 1\10.

MW How are you planning to support yourself?
DV I don't know.



L.A. EXPERIENCE
BARBARA SMITH
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We sit here in the sun and find the daily beauty
of life, and it overwhelms us. Capacitated but

undisciplined we swim blindly in currents of
events that lead us we know not where, and we
cope and dream to develop a vision of life as
it ought to be, might be or seems to be be
coming. Or sit energized and atuned in a mystic
trance that speaks of everyth ing and of noth ing.
We want to offer some word or sound that
gives some substance to what we see and feel.
We know nothing of ourselves, for our images
are discontinous, clouded by the fogs here that
are at once beautiful and deadly and the dis
tances we travel to the focal points of event,
where we effect the image of our being as we
seem to be or trial images as tests of validity.
Then we travel home again to a more concrete
reality never or rarely seen by our chosen judges
or our peers. We are unknown.

Our ideas bloom and flower and seek to be
shared, but the difficulties of distance and feed
back cause them to be poetic and mystical
rather than sentences of dialogue as there is none.
Abortions and miscarriages are commonplace and
redundancy is everywhere. The ideas that might
have import and direction become replaced by new
ones until the mind is rarely an emerging fountain
that transforms into an absolute trajectory, nor is
there a woven mesh of interaction tending to real re
sponsibility and ramification.
ramification.

People go into trances and react automatically on
freeways that seem more like pathways set in
motion calling our destination to arrive at us, than
places we travel to.

Often we cannot talk even among ourselves, for we
are all crazy with our private dreams and the en
ergy spent finding persons of common insights is
enervating. In such a milieu death is the over
riding reality that cannot be ignored nor faced,
because image and imagination are so possible and
the reality of cause and effect, sequence and event,
that is continuity is unknown to us in the world
of actions. Reality seems merged in fantasy, and
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Iife, death and eternity are the only issues.
Morality is not of everday things, for every day
is Iike no other or endless.. and the question of
soul is a good one.

If daily life intrudes, it becomes of major pro
portions and seems, rather than a blessing of
order, and concretion, an intrusion of chaos beyond
capacity for coping. And one is bl inded by in
decision and an inability to weigh, observe and.see
direction. Dope, stasis, and autobiography emerge
as meaningful endeavors; ritual replaces function
and becomes occult, and the means are prayer,
exorcism and projection. What could anyone say
when you were 13 andan atom bomb had just
been dropped on more than 100,000 people at
l\lagasaki and Hiroshima? And it hasn't changed.
They have been telling you, "the Bible is a word
game, a seeming event of great contradictions; yet
something must have happened to change persons
lives so radically, but who knows what?" "There
are other rei igions, too, of cou rse and have been for
centuries. They believe thus and so, but we can't
tell you what to believe. This you must decide for

, yourself."

This is a movie! about relativity and death; the end
of th ings; time and chance and randomness. Or is
there such a thing as sponteneity? And what of
miracles? It's about the Mass and of mass, no, per
sonal hysteria. Fear, being lost and being found.

Reflection meaning, Who am I?

God is among us and we are afraid. Fear has cl ipped
the wings of the many who stare in certainty of
their personal deaths in a seflse of already are dead.
The brash and the arrogant are simply loud. The
kohl eyed watchers wait. For this is the niillenium,
you know. Self consciousness of judgement for
unknown guilts, publ ic guilts personally felt, deadly
powers acquired without meaningful rules, self
examined endlessly in disbelief. For I am neither
cause nor effective yet wanting absolution;
"Pardon, oh pardon me." Immortality being the
only way in the sea of time and chance to know if
you existed at all.And being essentially simple, all
that's left to give is your life. Is there nothing
sacred, nothing held back? No secret joke or private
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thrill, silent moments of exceeding import meant
for the few, the select, the intimate?

So art is now not just for the elite, not at all. It is
esoteric. It is the last act of privacy meant for the
very few. A trip to public silence. A complete time
reversal, a complete implosion where institutions
have become persons and there is nowhere else yet
now to go.

Robert Cumming
Decorator Test, 1974

But there are clues that we are not dying but will
live forever. And..

Life is now sanctified, for we all are saints dying for
a faith we cannot articulate and barely feel.

..
October, 1972

Reprinted with the artist's permission from "L.A. Artists'
Publication", October, 1972.
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ART

Art adds a dimension to the perception of the world;
particularly with regards to nonverbal communication.
-Dena Galen

The value of art in contemporary society is to provide an
illusion of freedom of expression at a point in the develop
ment of late capitalism when institutions are becoming
more and more repressive. Unless the artist can piece to
gether what society has fragmented-the inner and outer,
the personal and political-and can clarify that vision, he or
she can't do anything for society. -Clare Spark

I think that art's main value for me, on a very personal
basis, would be maintaining some kind of contact with
reality and making some kind of purpose in life. But as far
as society in general is concerned, I really don't think they
give a damn. -Don Emery

Art is not valued by our society in a general kind of way.
Partly because people don't understand it. There is no sense
of importance in their lives. Consequently, they will accept
ugliness. -Bea Coleman

On one hand art functions as a decorative piece, for people
who want it to hang behind their couch; that's certainly
legitimate. Maybe at the other end of the pole is art that
aims for a social awakening, for example, art that is done in
countries like Cuba, China, where I think it constitutes a
different role. -Howard Smagula

An idea that I flash on is art as a rehearsal event for innova
tive activity or art as a field that deals directly with change
and innovation. Art has no value as a util itarian object; but
as an activity, it has an incredible value to the whole cul-
ture. When culture is high, art flourishes. -Peter Lodato

ARTISTS

Artists want to belong. If they're going to be shoved off
into corners to be used just for decoration, as a curiosity,
then of course it makes them angry because they're not
really freaks in that sense. -Jerrold Burchman

Artists are already talking to each other. They don't need
to increase a dialogue or exchange among themselves. What
they need to do is to cut through social classes and to in
crease a dialogue with minority artists. -Judith Bettelheim

Artists have to get back control of their own lives. The
authority of the "Art Scene" and the star system limit the
possibilities of real analytical vision. -Clare Spark
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I don't think that art should overlook the drawing power of
the superstar in creating interest for the general public. No
matter how far back in the race the Dodgers were, when
Koufax was pitching, the game was a sellout. -Stuart
Rapeport

Everyone knows the stars. Their most significant or newest
work "should be seen more often though. You nger artists
need exposure when thei r work is good enough, not sooner,
and not too much later. -David Wing

The question you seem to really be asking is, 'What is the
role of the artist in white, middle class society?" -Judith
Bettelheim

For me the most important artists, with a few exceptions,
are very singular people, the loners, people who work out
side of schools and traditions. You can't separate an artist's
temperament from his work. His temperament is the spirit
of the work. -Jerrold Burchman

THE INSTITUTE

If we believe that L.A. artists, artworks and art networks
are authentic, unique, mutable and reflective, then we need
the framework of a local address. -Joni Gordon

Los Angeles Institute of Contemporary Art will operate
successfully for the elite group that can afford it. It doesn't
seem to want to educate the general public. It's on a "Super
Elite" level. -Bea Coleman

I think the idea is good if it really adds to the opportunities
to show local artists. -Martha Alf

My interest in the institution is for a chance to expose my
form of art. I will support it providing it suits my needs. I
am also interested in furthering all contemporary art.
-Mike Wallace

There should be no politics involved or concerned with what
is exhibited. -Fred Wilson

What I hope will happen with this new Institute is that it
will be based on quality. It needs to have.people in charge
who know what quality is. We need to have people that
have, in some way, proven that they know how to put to
gether interesting shows. -Jerrold Burchman

All art doesn't exist in a building. Another building can't
contain all that is going on outside. -Judith Bettelheim

I think you should open a restaurant. -Jerry Marshak
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Probably the first need, maybe, would be to establish that
there is such a thing as an art community. -Don Emery

Art here suffers from the same malady afflicting any other
Southern California activity-diffusion of energy over a
large geographical area. -David Wing

The Art community in Southern Cal ifornia needs to stop
masturbating. It needs to think about what it means to
choose oneself as an artist in society. - Judith Bettelheim

It's a shame that in a city as large as L.A. there are so few
places with any substance for artists dealing with difficult
ideas, or new ideas, or relevant ideas, or bizarre ideas, to
show. -Howard Smagula

What the artist needs is the culture behind him for support
like any other artist in any other society. There isn't enough
money flow going on in the art world in Los Angeles to
allow artists to make a living off their art, and they need to.
-Peter Lodato

I th ink one of the difficulties in Los Angeles for artists is
that, in a sense, they're working in a vacuum. I grew up in
New York and lived in Europe where there is an aspect of
community life, street life. I preface that somewhat by say
ing that such an atmosphere does exist in Venice. But get
ting back to talking about people working in a vacuum ...
we're in the kind of society where there isn't an exchange
of ideas. There should be a place like Max's-Kansas City in
New York-where artists could go and meet; and you know.
that some of the dealers would go there, or you could work
your ass off all day in your studio and go downtown for a
nice meal with friends. It would give artists an opportunity
to discuss certain experiences that we all share. -Jerrold
Burchman
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Mike Bishop
Untitled, 1974


